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	Applied Numerical Methods with MATLAB for Engineering and Science is the latest book by best-selling author Steve Chapra. The new text uses MATLAB as the primary computing environment and focuses on applications. Theory is included only when it has direct use to the student; i.e., when theory informs the concepts. Information relating to the limitations of methods and to choosing among different methods is stressed throughout the book. The book includes algorithms, but the algorithms will be presented as MATLAB M-Files, rather than pseudocode. Chapra's familiar instructor- and student-friendly style and pedagogical features are hallmarks of this highly anticipated new text.


	What are numerical methods and why should you stridy them?
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Fundamentals of Business Marketing Education: A Guide for University-Level Faculty and PolicymakersRoutledge, 2004

	Make the most of your ability to teach business-to-business marketing!

	

	Fundamentals of Business Marketing Education: A Guide for University-Level Faculty and Policymakers examines the essential issues of teaching business-to-business marketing courses at all four university levels. An international network of educators and...
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Agile Product Development: How to Design Innovative Products That Create Customer ValueApress, 2015

	Discover what it takes to develop products that blow your users away—and take market share from your competitors. This book will explain how the principles behind agile product development help designers, developers, architects, and product managers create awesome products; and how to look beyond a shiny user interface to build a great...
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Samsung Galaxy Tab 10.1 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2012

	It’s not a cell phone. It’s not a computer. It’s the latest craze: the tablet. It


	exists somewhere between the traditional computer and the newfangled

	smart phone. That makes the tablet kind of an oddball, but quite a popular

	oddball.




	The Galaxy Tab is Samsung’s solution to your mobile,...
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Bluetooth Security (Artech House Computer Security Series)Artech House Publishers, 2004
Bluetooth wireless technology is gradually becoming a popular way to replace
existing wireline connections with short-range wireless interconnectivity. It is
also an enabling technology for new types of applications. In this chapter we
give a short background and a condensed description of how the Bluetooth system
works. We will...
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NLP Coaching: An Evidence-Based Approach for Coaches, Leaders and IndividualsKogan Page, 2010

	Neuro-linguistic programming (NLP) has become a common approach in the coaching industry, but many are still skeptical about it being a substantive and coherent methodology.


	 


	This book is the first to look at NLP coaching as an...
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Purely Functional Data StructuresCambridge University Press, 1999

	Most books on data structures assume an imperative language such as C or C++. However, data structures for these languages do not always translate well to functional languages such as Standard ML, Haskell, or Scheme. This book describes data structures from the point of view of functional languages, with examples, and presents design...
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